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69 Parkside Street, Elsternwick, Vic 3185

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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Contact agent

THE DEALTwo years young and architecturally refined to fit effortlessly within its chic and energetic surroundings, this

three-bedroom master-built residence takes the cake for contemporary, low-maintenance living in a coveted Elsternwick

address. Set amongst lush greenery and bathed in the natural light of a north-west rear orientation, this property's

interior is nothing short of a sanctuary. Its sleek polished concrete floors, soaring ceilings, and expansive glass walls

amplify the sense of space and showcase its chic, modern aesthetic, flowing from the ground floor open plan living and

dining rooms to a courtyard terrace that's perfect for entertaining.The kitchen is a masterpiece of form and function,

featuring cutting-edge Electrolux appliances, including induction cooking, and an integrated Bosch dishwasher, all

complemented by contrasting cabinetry and stone benchtops. The convenience of a ground floor bedroom with built-in

robes is undeniable, just steps away from a chic powder room. Upstairs, two additional bedrooms, each with robes, share

access to a central bathroom with underfloor heating and a sumptuous bath. The master bedroom is a true retreat,

spanning the entire width of the home with a fitted walk-in robe and luxe sky-lit ensuite - also with the luxury underfloor

heating. Every box here is ticked - including a single remote garage, loads of storage, automated garden irrigation, double

glazing and the all-important zoned reverse-cycle heating and cooling. And the location? Prime. Just a stroll away from

Elsternwick Village, Hopetoun Gardens, playground, and Elsternwick Station, not to mention a quick drive to excellent

primary and secondary schools.SEALS THE DEALA sleek modern home in the heart of Elsternwick: where location, luxury,

and lifestyle converge, making it irresistible to those seeking the apex of urban living.    


